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Is Kinect the
Future of Xbox?
The new tech was a hit at E3 — but
the real world could be trickier
So now we know the name of Project Natal. And
now we know the games. Kinect is on a collision
course with retailers, and with it, Microsoft is
making a big gamble on the future of Xbox.

Personally, I'm a little scared.
Don't misunderstand: the technology is

impressive — in the controlled demonstrations
the company has given. And the games, while
very much tailored to a casual audience, aren't
bad. Will most current Xbox owners care about
Kinectimalsl Of course not, but Kinect Sports
(from the gang at Rare) is as fun as — if not better

than — Wii Sports, and Kinect Adventures could
be an enjoyable party game.

But the fact that Microsoft didn't announce
any pricing for Kinect sent up a red flag. Most
analysts are expecting the device to sell for
$150. If true, that's going to put the system
way out of the comfort zone of the mass market
— and it'll cause some major angst among the
bean counters.

Sony could face a similar problem with its
Move motion controller. The announced price
— $50 — sounds good at first blush, but that
doesn't get you the navigation controller (essen-
tially the nunchuck in Wii parlance), which runs
another $30. And it assumes you already own
an EyeToy. Most folks will have to shell out $100
to$130forthe entire setup — and if they don't
own a PS3, the bundle will run them $400 (plus
another $30 for that navigation controller).

That's madness. The general market doesn't
get interested in consoles until they're in the
$150-to-$199 range. It was, in fact, the Arcade
version of the Xbox 360 that helped it achieve
such a commanding lead over the PlayStation 3.
And though Microsoft hasn't announced an Xbox
Arcade/Kinect bundle yet, they'll almost certainly

have one. Fact is, if your new device is something
that increases the cost of the lowest-priced retail
option, it's a risky proposition.

"The key is keeping the price of peripherals
under $100," notes Graham Hopper, executive
vice president and general manager of Disney
Interactive Studios. "Beyond that, it's going to
[be] more difficult to get a decent installed base.
The key advice we have for console manufactur-
ers is: Don't price this the way you traditionally
price consoles. You need to price this for the
mass market from Day 1."

As Sony and Microsoft fight it out for the
casual gamerthis holiday season, Nintendo is
slyly making a play for the hardcore gamer. While
the Wii hasn't had much lately to attract that
segment of the gaming population, the release
of The Legend ofZelda: Skyward Sword and
Metrold: Other M could make them perk up their
ears. And if the company decides to introduce
the 3DS this year as well, the lure of new tech
could convince core gamers to hand more of their
money to The House That Mario Built.

Will that impact sales of Halo: Reach or Gran
Turismo 5? Nope — both will still be blockbust-
ers. But it could affect sales of other titles that'd
normally be hits.

Here's one of the hidden secrets of E3: in
terms of predicting the future, it's a hard show
to judge. Something that looks good on the
floor may turn out to be a steaming pile by the
time it hits retail. I've been to 14 of these shows
now, and I've learned that the best way to gauge
potential success stories is to look at the length
of the lines at publisher booths.

This year, we saw two big ones. At Nintendo,
people waited up to three hours to get their
hands (and eyes) on the 3DS. Microsoft,
meanwhile, had people waiting an hour and a
half to try Kinect. Lines for Sony's Move were
significantly shorter.

That's encouraging — but the real test will
come when people have to pull out their wallets.

— Chris Morris
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